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STEPHEN CRAIG
What duties do you perform in your volunteer role at CVIM?
I mostly transfer the paper forms detailing dental and medical patients’ visits into our computer-based records
system. This gives the dentists and doctors easy access to a patient’s medical history each time they visit. I
also check the work of others who do the same thing at CVIM. Throughout the year I scan paper forms into the
same computer-based records system for easy access to CVIM personnel.

What brought you to volunteer at CVIM?
I know Rachel Frost, a CVIM staff member, from church. She needed muscular volunteers when CVIM
expanded their space a few years ago. When my wife suggested I might want to consider volunteering, CVIM
was my first choice.

How does volunteering at CVIM make you feel?
I enjoy the social interaction and really appreciate the positive acknowledgment CVIM gives to its volunteers. I
have a lot of time on my hands and this is a great way to serve my community and participate in a professional
environment at the same time.

What would you tell your friends to interest them in volunteering at the clinic?
The mission is vital for our county residents and workers. The time spent at CVIM is so rewarding. Any extra
time in your week you can give would be spent at an incredibly valuable part of the support system for Chester
County’s most vulnerable folks: those who live and work without the benefit of medical or dental insurance.

What other hats have you worn?
I worked as a software engineer. I also am a church leader and have coached youth hockey. Habitat for
Humanity homes have heard the pounding of my hammer and squeak of my screwdriver on occasion.

When you’re not at CVIM, what are a few of the things you do for enjoyment?
I watch movies and television with my wife, fiddle with computers and experiment with photography.

